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Abstract
Background: The tissue microarray (TMA) is widely accepted as a fast and cost-effective research tool for
in situ tissue analysis in modern pathology. However, the current automated and manual TMA techniques
have some drawbacks restricting their productivity. Our study aimed to introduce an improved manual tissue
miniarray (TmA) technique that is simple and readily applicable to a broad range of tissue samples. Materials
and Methods: In this study, a conventional TV/radio telescopic antenna was used to punch tissue cores manually
from donor paraffin embedded tissue blocks which were pre-incubated at 40oC. The cores were manually
transferred, organized and attached to a standard block mould, and filled with liquid paraffin to construct TmA
blocks without any use of recipient paraffin blocks. Results: By using a conventional TV/radio antenna, it was
possible to construct TmA paraffin blocks with variable formats of array size and number (2-mm x 42, 2.5-mm
x 30, 3-mm x 24, 4-mm x 20 and 5-mm x 12 cores). Up to 2-mm x 84 cores could be mounted and stained on a
standard microscopic slide by cutting two sections from two different blocks and mounting them beside each
other. The technique was simple and caused minimal damage to the donor blocks. H&E and immunostained
slides showed well-defined tissue morphology and array configuration. Conclusions: This technique is easy to
reproduce, quick, inexpensive and creates uniform blocks with abundant tissues without specialized equipment.
It was found to improve the stability of the cores within the paraffin block and facilitated no losses during cutting
and immunostaining.
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Introduction
The invention of tissue microarrays TMAs and
commercialization of this technique is a boon for
scientists and pathologists who, without this technique,
would spend too much time studying numerous tests
done by conventional methods (Singh and Sau, 2010).
Nevertheless, the major focus of TMAs at the present
time is in the fields of cancer and non-cancer research; and
quality control in modern pathology (Avninder et al., 2008;
Jawhar, 2009). It has greatly facilitated the in situ analysis
of molecular targets at the DNA, mRNA, and protein
levels under standardized conditions in a large number
of archived pathology specimens (Fowler et al., 2011).
Advances of the technique enables pathologists to
perform large-scale analyses using immunohistochemistry,
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), or RNA in situ
hybridization (ISH) at substantially faster and markedly
lower costs compared with conventional approaches
(Brown and Huntsman, 2007; Faratian et al., 2009; Veek
and Dahl, 2010). Microarrays of different tissues were
widely used for detection of different immunostaining
markers such as p53, bcl2, HER2, E-cadherin, ER, PR,
Ki67 and others (Cass et al., 2012; Laurinavicius et al.,

2012; Syed et al., 2013; Azlin et al., 2014; Rakhshani
et al., 2014). Several efforts have been made by many
researchers in the last 15 years, to develop and improve the
output of the TMA technique. The specialized commercial
automated and semi- automated equipments as well as the
inexpensive simple manual tissue array methods have been
used to construct the TMA blocks (Faratian et al., 2009;
Veek and Dahl, 2010; Fowler et al., 2011; Foda, 2013).
However, up till now, the productivity of TMA has been
restricted in developing countries allover the world due
to the costs of available arrayers and technical difficulties
of routine array construction (Shebl et al., 2011; Choi et
al., 2012).
The small size of TMA cores may not be representative
of the whole heterogeneous cancers and may not provide
enough data about the entire tissue profile (Eckel-Passow
et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2013). Also, sectioning difficulties,
irregular cutting plane due to variable thickness of donor
paraffin blocks, core losses and instability of the TMA
blocks are commonly reported problems in routine
TMA (Foda, 2013). So, this study was carried out in
order to overcome these drawbacks and develop an
easy economical method for construction of self-made
manual TmAs with variable tissue formats. These arrays
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can be constructed using materials available in every lab
in developing countries and do not require specialized
equipments.

Materials and Methods
Self-made manual TmAs kits using the TV/Radio telescopic
antenna
Six pieces TV/Radio telescopic antenna (Figure 1) was
purchased from domestic electronic shop in Almadinah AlMunawarrah, Saudi Arabia for 5 SR = 1.3 $. The telescopic
pieces of the antenna were separated from each other and
each 2 consecutive pieces were used as a manual TmA
kit for punching out and extracting tissue cores from prewarmed donor paraffin blocks. The antennal pieces can be
used for extraction of tissue cores with different diameters
(2mm, 2.5mm, 3mm, 4mm and 5mm) respectively.
Preparation of tissue cores
Familiar domestic TV/Radio telescopic antenna having
six telescopic segments with different sizes was used to
punch paraffin tissue cores (cylindrical rods) from paraffin
donor blocks (Figure 2). The blocks were pre-incubated
for 5 minutes at 40-42ºC to warm and soften the paraffin
and facilitate puncture of the cores with minimal damage
to the block. Perfect wax cylindrical cores were manually
punched out by inserting the segment of the antenna in
the donor paraffin blocks with a perpendicular angle. The
cores were extracted from marked regions selected on
correspondent H&E slides overlaid. Each core was gently
pressed out from the antennal segment with the following
telescopic segment. Then, the core was transferred with
a forceps with its surface facing down and attached to a
grid pre-mapped in stainless steel standard mould.
Preparation of TmA blocks
Tissue blocks derived from breast cancer and colorectal
cancer were used for array construction. The blocks
were obtained from the histopathological archive of the
pathology department, King Fahd hospital, Almadinah
Al-Munawarrah, KSA. One core of morphologically
representative tumor area was punched out manually from
each paraffin block and transferred as described above
to a specific site in the pre-mapped grid in stainless steel
standard mould. Each cylindrical core was transferred
to the mould in an orderly vertical fashion, and firmly
attached to the mould using thin film of Kablawy white
glue (55% Vinyl acetate and 45% water, S-Elkablawy,
El-Mahalla El-Kobra, Egypt). Normal tissue, different
sized cores or position-specific blank cores can be used
for orientation during microscopy. The design of each
mould was detailed in a TmA map, indicating the position
and identification of each core. Finally, melted paraffin
wax was gently poured into the mould with all the rods
attached in a perfectly vertical fashion. The formed TmA
block was handled according to routine histopathological
procedures.
Cutting and staining
After trimming, 4 µm thick sections were obtained
from the TmA blocks with the aid of ordinary microtome
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and ordinary warm water bath. The sections were then
mounted on to appropriately electrostatically coated
microscopic slides, supporting the cohesion of the array
elements on the glass, incubated overnight at 40ºC and
stained with routine H&E.
Immunohistochemistry (IHC)
Immunohistochemical analysis was performed at room
temperature and washes were performed with TBS. 4 μm
tissue sections were dewaxed and rehydrated. Antigen
retrieval was done using EDTA retrieval solution PH 9 in
a standard microwave oven for 10 minutes. Endogenous
peroxidase activity was blocked with 3% hydrogen
peroxide (S2023, DAKO). Sections were then incubated
with antibodies against p53 MoAb DO7 (5 μg/ml, Dako),
Bcl-2 MoAb 124 (1,5 μg/ml; Dako), HER2 (DAKO,
Carpinteria, USA), E-cadherin Ab-3 (Clone 36B5, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Lab Vision Corporation, Fremont, CA,
USA) and rabbit monoclonal anti-human Ki-67 (Clone
SP6, RM-9106-R7, ready to use, Neomarkers, Fremont,
CA, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions
and the signals were visualized with diaminobenzidine
(K3468, DAKO) for 10 min.
Silver-enhanced in situ hybridization
HER2 SISH was performed on an automated
instrument, a Ventana Benchmark (Ventana Medical
Systems), according to the manufacturer’s protocols
for INFORM HER2 DNA and chromosome 17 probes.
Testing for the HER2 gene and chromosome 17 was
performed on sequential sections. Two sections were
baked at 60°C for 20 minutes. The HER2 DNA probe was
denatured at 95°C for 12 minutes and hybridization was
performed at 52°C for 2 hours. The chromosome 17 probe
was denatured at 95°C for 12 minutes and hybridization
was performed at 44°C for 2 hours. After hybridization,
appropriate stringency washes were performed three times
at 72°C for the HER2 probe and three times at 59°C for
the chromosome 17 probe. Both DNP-labeled probes were
visualized using a rabbit anti-DNP primary antibody and
the ultra-view SISH detection Kit (Ventana). The slides
were counterstained with hematoxylin for examination by
light microscopy. Evaluation of HER2 gene amplification
status was performed in a blind manner using the ASCO/
CAP guidelines (Wolff et al., 2007; Wolff et al., 2013).

Results
By using the conventional TV/radio antenna, it was
possible to construct manual TmAs with abundant tissues
including tissue cylinders of 2-mmX42, 2.5-mmX30,
3-mmX24, 4-mmX20 and 5-mmX12 (Figure 3). H&E
showed well defined tissue morphology and array
configuration without any tissue loss (Figure 4). These
tissue cylinders of ≥ 2 mm arrayed tissues offered more
tissue surface to evaluate immunostaining both in tumor
cells and stroma. We successfully performed p53, bcl2,
HER2, E-cadherin and Ki67 immunodetection without
substantial tissue cylinder loss during antigen retrieval
or washes (Figure 5a). HER2 amplification measured by
silver-enhanced in situ hybridization was successfully
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Figure 1. Six pieces Radio Antenna was Purchased
from Domestic Electronic shop in Almadinah AlMunawarrah, KSA

Figure 5. (A) Nuclear staining of p53 of one core of
Multiple tumor Arrays of Breast Cancer (DAB, × 400).

(B) HER2 amplification measured by silver-enhanced in situ
hybridization in breast cancer

observed in the studied breast cancers (Figure 5b).

Discussion

Figure 2. Each two Consecutive Antennal Segments
were Used to Punch out Different Sizes Cylindrical
Tissue rods (2, 2.5, 3, 4 and 5 mm) from Paraffin Donor
Blocks. The rods were transferred and attached with thin film
of white glue to the moulds

Figure 3. Macroscopic Picture of TmA Blocks and
their Corresponding Moulds with Abundant Tissues
Including Tissue Cylinders of 2-mmX42, 2.5-mmX30,
3-mmX24, 4-mmX20 and 5-mmX12

Figure 4. a) TMA Blocks and the Corresponding H&E
Stained Slides of five Tissue Microarrays. b) Up to 84
cores on one microscopic slide [2 H&E stained sections of
(2mm X42 cores)]

The era of tissue microarrays has just begun. It will
only be a question of time before TMAs find their role
as an integral part of daily practice in routine clinical
laboratories. However, the expensive array construction
and high cost of commercial array equipments, have been
restricted the global use of this technique worldwide.
Many researchers in developing countries made efforts
to overcome the high cost, through in-house manual
construction of high-density TMAs (Shebl et al., 2011;
Choi et al., 2012; Foda, 2013; Kim et al., 2013). However,
minor drawbacks including, variable degrees of section
distortion, small tissue core size, irregular cutting plane
and loss of the tissue cores can occur during cutting of
the TMAs, posing technical problems for in-house manual
construction of TMAs (Eckel-Passow et al., 2010; Foda,
2013).
Our TV/Radio antenna technique aimed to update
the manual TMA construction, overcome the reported
drawbacks and improve the quality of TMAs. The cost
of our simple method is very cheap < 1 $ USD for 2-mm
X 42 core paraffin tissue arrays, which we recommend
as an ideal number per TmA block in our method. These
relatively large core sizes have the advantages of being
more tissue robust and less likely to damage during
handling. We could overcome the problems of irregular
cutting planes and section distortion as the cores were
glued to the mould at the same plane. We could also
overcome the difficulty of large core extraction and the
chance of blocks being broken or cracked during TmA
construction by pre-warming the blocks up to 42 ºC in
oven or water bath. By comparing our technique with other
tissue microarrays, this technique is a simple, fast and
inexpensive alternative to construct small format TmAs
for use in research in developing countries. Regarding the
size and number of the tissue cores per block, our 2-mm
x 42 cores TmA block could be enough to represent 42
cases (one core per case) with abundant tissue cells and
stroma. While these 42 cases in other techniques would be
represented by TMA block containing 0.6-mm x 126 small
tissue cores (three cores per case) with the disadvantage
of inadequate stroma and core loss. Many researchers
reported up to 20% core loss during sectioning and
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staining in TMA techniques with large number of small
cores (Foda, 2013; Kim et al., 2013). It was also difficult to
study facet of tumor biology such as interactions between
the tumor and its stroma as these stromal components may
not be adequately represented in small cores (Singh and
Sau, 2010; Foda, 2013). Our technique could overcome
this problem and there was no loss of any tissue cores
during cutting or staining processes as the cores were
large and incorporated very well in the TmA blocks. Also,
the use of large cores (2 mm) maintained robust tissues
for studying many histological features and offered more
tissue surface area to evaluate immunostaining both in
cells and stroma.
It may be argued that small format TMAs might not be
ideal for high-throughput analysis of biomarker expression
in which a very large number of tissue cores have to
be analyzed at the same time to minimize run-to-run
variability. We could overcome this problem by mounting
two sections of 2-mm x 42 cores beside each other to
produce 2-mm x 84 cores on one standard microscopic
slide. In other TMA methods, this will be represented by
0.6-mm x 252 cores. Even though we recommend the
2-mm x 42 core TmA, It is easy to modify the diameter and
the number of cores in the array according to individual
lab requirements. One size does not fit all (Eckel-Passow
et al., 2010).
The immunostaining detection and the staining
patterns of p53, bcl2, HER2, E-cadherin and Ki67 in our
breast cancer TmA were studied in cancer cells and stroma
as well as in cytoplasm and nuclei; and semi-quantitatively
represented as previously reported (Elkablawy et al.,
2001; Wolff et al., 2007; Rakhshani et al., 2014). The
results were in concordance with previously published
data regarding immunostaining expression of p53, bcl2,
HER2, E-cadherin and Ki67 in tissue microarrays (Cass
et al., 2012; Laurinavicius et al., 2012; Syed et al., 2013;
Azlin et al., 2014). Also, the results obtained with SISH
for measuring HER2 amplification in the current study
were consistent with those of other studies using SISH for
HER2 assay (Papouchado et al., 2010; Wolff et al., 2013).
In conclusion, we introduced an improved new manual
tissue miniarray (TmA) technique that is simple, easy
to reproduce and created uniform blocks with abundant
tissues without specialized equipment and without any use
of premade recipient paraffin blocks. We think that this
technique would be of interest and great help to thousands
of pathologists with poor research fund in developing
countries. It can be performed by any anatomic pathology
laboratory, at low cost and requiring minimum skill and
time. It will encourage young researchers in developing
countries to perform TMA with fewer expenses.
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